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Abstract

We propose a protocol that controls the members of a multicast group that
send periodically status reports to all members. The protocol, called Multicast
Access Protocol (MAP), limits the number of concurrent multicast reports as
the group size becomes large. MAP is a decentralised protocol that provides
an access control mechanism to an IP multicast group. The protocol supports
members joining and leaving the group dynamically as well as changes in
the underlying network topology. MAP is a self-con�guring mechanism and
requires every member to keep only local information independent of the group
size. We describe the protocol both formally and informally.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We address the problem of limiting the number of concurrent members of a
multicast group that send periodically status information to all other mem-
bers. This problem arises in the Scalable Reliable Multicast protocol where
each member must report the largest sequence number of the data packet that
it has received from each sender to the whole group [1]. The periodical sending
of reports does not scale to large groups since the number of reports received
by a member is proportional to the number of group members. Multicast IP,
as de�ned in [2], does not control the number of members in a given multicast
group that can send data simultaneously. One solution to reduce the number
of received reports is for every member to send its report to a server that
combines the received reports and send a combined report to all members.
However the server becomes a bottleneck as the group size increases. To over-
come this limitation Mark Handley [3] proposed to use multiple servers: each
server receives the reports from a di�erent subgroup of members and sends a
combined report to its members and to the other servers. This scheme does
not support well new members joining and leaving the multicast group as
well as changes in the underlying topology since the servers must be statically
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con�gured. An adaptive alternative is to use a two-level hierarchy [4] in the
following way: each member reports to a local representative member elected
using random timers which then sends a combined report to all other local
representatives. Each representative sends then a combined report to all its
local members. However in the absence of hierarchy this approach requires
that each member maintains a table of distance to all other members in order
to adjust the random timers. Using a two level hierarchy a member must only
keep a table of distance to all other members having the same representative.
Also in this case each representative is also required to maintain a table of
distance to all other representatives.
We propose in this paper a di�erent approach called Multicast Access Pro-

tocol (MAP) that does not require random timers. A member that uses MAP
does not keep a distance table to all members but only to a subset of the mem-
bers. Let d(i; j) be the number of hops that a multicast packet sent by member
i goes through before arriving at member j. We assume that d(i; j) = d(j; i).
We say that member i is a neighbor of member j if d(i; j) < d(k; j) for all
members k such that d(i; k) < d(i; j). Thus a member keeps a table of dis-
tances only to its neighbors. In the worst case a member keeps a table of
distance to all other members. This worst case occurs only if d(i; j) = d(i; k)
for all members i,j,k. In general the number of members in the table of dis-
tance should be independent of the group size. MAP can also be used in a
two-level hierarchy but in this paper we restrict the description of MAP for
the case of a at hierarchy.
MAP relies on the notion of a grant as de�ned in the SMART[5] protocol

originally designed for ATM. SMART guarantees that, at a given instant, only
one end-system is concurrently sending data on a given connection of an ATM
multicast tree. In a similar way, MAP limits the number of concurrent report
senders to a maximum number n which is �xed initially. The idea of applying
SMART to IP was suggested to the authors by Jean-Yves Le Boudec [6].
To achieve this on multicast IP, MAP builds and maintains n spanning

trees of the multicast group members, where n is the maximum number of
reports that can be sent at the same time. All spanning trees of a given group
are the same except that they can be directed di�erently. Each spanning tree
is rooted and directed inward so that a member needs to keep track of one of
its neighbor, called its parent. The member of a spanning tree without parent
is called root. If a member of a spanning tree is a root and it is allowed to send
a report then we say the member is a leader. A member and its neighbors
exchange control informations by sending MAP control packets by unicast.
Members retransmits state information if the protocol requires it and do not
require a reliable transport protocol.
The purpose of a MAP control packet is to change the root of a particular

spanning tree and to ensure that every member becomes root of this tree
in its turn. When a member becomes root of a spanning tree the protocol
determines if it is the leader of this tree and is thus allowed to send one
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report. Assuming that no member join or leave the group from time t = 0,
if n(i; t) is the number of times member i sends a report during [0; t], then
MAP ensures that jn(i; t)� n(j; t)j � 1 for all members i; j, and time t.
MAP constructs the spanning trees using the reports sent by the members.

Every host is always free to join or leave the multicast group and the spanning
trees are recon�gured accordingly. MAP ensures that adjacent members on the
spanning trees are neighbors. The spanning trees are completely distributed
and do not rely on any centralised coordinator. The spanning tree is built
dynamically as members join and leave the multicast group.
The protocol requires that every member keeps the following state informa-

tion 4bits per spanning tree and 3 bits per spanning tree and per neighbor.
MAP uses only one safety timer that guarantees the spanning trees are loop-
frees. A MAP control packet carries 2+ dlogne bits where n is the maximum
number of reports that can be sent at the same time. In the two following
sections we assume that n = 1. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of the protocol for the case where it allows only one mem-
ber to send a report concurrently. Then the protocol in the case it allows only
one member to send a report concurrently is formally speci�ed in Section 3.
Section 4 lists some open issues.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOCOL

This section describes the general mechanisms of the MAP protocol for the
case where only one report can be sent at the same time. A detailed speci�-
cation of the protocol is given in Section 3.
The construction of a spanning tree is shown in Figure 1. Hosts A, B and

C join a multicast group identi�ed by address mcast, see Figure 1(a). They
start random timer T. Suppose that timer T expires �rst at A. A multicast a
MAP-report message, see Figure 1(b).
Then timer T expires at C. C becomes child of A since it has receives the

report of A, see Figure 1(c). The parent-child relationship is shown by a �lled
arrow pointing out of C towards A.
Then timer T expires at B. As in case of host C, host B becomes the child

of A, see Figure 1(d).
As more hosts join the multicast group, the spanning tree is dynamically

updated as in the previous example.
A MAP control packet contains a 2 bit sequence number.
A member keeps two state variables:

sn a sequence number that takes the values 0,1 and 2, and that take initially
value 0.

ln the last value of sn at which the member was a leader.
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Figure 1 Construction of Tree A-B-C

The access control to the multicast tree is shown in more details in Figure 2.
The spanning tree consists of �ve hosts A, B, C, D and E. A is parent of B

and C and B is parent of E and D. A is root of the tree A-B-C-D-E. Initially
sn and ln take the value 0, see Figure 2(a). A increments sn modulo 3 since
no neighbor has its sn equal to 1 and 2, see Figure 2(b). A is now the leader
since ln = (sn+1) mod 3, sends a report and sets ln := sn, see Section 3. The
state values of A are showed in white on a black background as long as A is
a leader. A sends a control packet with sn to C, see Figure 2(c). This control
packet is a grant [5]. C receives the grant from A, becomes the root, sends a
control packet to A to acknowledge the reception of the grant that carries the
same sequence number as the grant. C increments its sn, becomes a leader
and sends a report, see Figure 2(d). C sends a grant to A since it has no other
neighbor, see Figure 2(e). A receives the grant, becomes the root and sends an
acknowledgement to C. A sends a grant to B since B has a sequence number
equal to (2+1) mod 3, see Figure 2(f). B receives grant, becomes a root, sends
an acknowledgement to A, increments its sn twice modulo 3 and becomes a
leader, see Figure 2(g). Similarly D and E become leader and send a report,
see Figure 2(h) and Figure 2(i). This example shows how the protocol ensures
that every member sends a report in turn.
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Figure 2 Single Access Control on Tree A-B-C-D-E

3 SPECIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOL

This section presents a formal speci�cation of MAP for the case where only
one report can be sent at a time.
We recall from Section 2 that a member keeps two state variables:

sn a sequence number that takes the values 0,1 and 2, and that take intitially
value 0.

ln the last value of sn at which the member was a leader.
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A member keeps also a safety timer T1. This timer is set to value that rep-
resents the maximum delay tolerated by a member to send a report, plus
a random safety margin to avoid synchronisation between hosts. A second
timer T2 is used to resend a control packet to a parent if the grant or its ac-
knowledgement were lost. In addition a member keeps a distance table which
consists per neighbor of:

� the IP address of the neighbor.
� d(member,neighbor) in number of hops.
� a parent ag (one bit) that is set if neighbor is parent and else is reset.
� a 2 bit sequence number received in the last MAP control packet from this

neighbor.

The four following functions are associated with the distance table.

� neighbor(x) searches the table and sets the parent ag for the �rst neighbor
it �nds with a sequence number equal to x and returns true, else it returns
false.

� no neighbor(x) searches the table and returns true if no sequence number
equal to x was found, else it returns false.

� reset parent(x) searches the table, if there is a neighbor with parent ag
set and sequence number equal to x, returns true and �nds the neighbor
with the parent ag set and d(member,neighbor) is minimum, resets this
neighbor ag and delete all other neighbors with parent ag set, else returns
false.

� delete parent searches the table for a neighbor with the parent ag set and
deletes the neighbor from the table.

Each member that implements MAP is modelled as a �nite state machine.
A transition has a label of the form: if (condition) then actions. A transition
is �reable if the condition is true. Fireable transitions are executed one at a
time. When a transition is executed all its actions are executed as one atomic
action. If several transitions are �reable at the same time one is chosen at
random. The state machine is shown in Figure 3.

State standby. When a new member joins the multicast group, it starts
timer T1 and enters state standby. If a member receives a report while in state
standby and its distance table is empty it inserts the sender as a new neighbor
with sequence number equal to 0 and a parent ag reset. If the member re-
ceives a report and the distance table has one entry, and d(member,sender) <
d(member,neighbor), the neighbor is deleted and the sender is inserted as a
new neighbor with sequence number equal to 0 and a parent ag reset, else
the distance table remains the same. When state is standby and timer T1
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Figure 3 The state machine per spanning tree

expires, the state changes to leader and only if the distance table is empty the
member multicasts a report.

State leader. While in state leader if there is no neighbor in the table with
sequence number equal to (sn+ 1) mod 3, sn is incremented modulo 3. If the
state is leader and there is a neighbor in the table with sequence number equal
to (sn+ 1) mod 3, sn is incremented twice modulo 3, timer T1 is started and
send a control packet to neighbor with sn and the state changes to child.

State child. If state is child and T1 expires, the parent neighbor is deleted
from the table and the state changes to leader. While in state child if a report
is received and d(member,sender) < d(member,parent), the sender is added
as a new neighbor in the table with sequence number equal to 0 and a par-
ent ag set. If in state child and there is a neighbor with parent ag set and
sequence number equal to (sn+ 1) mod 3 then send a packet to the neighbor
with sequence number (sn+ 1) mod 3 and starts timer T2. Member �nds the
neighbor with the parent ag set and d(member,neighbor) minimum, resets
this neighbor ag, delete all other neighbors with parent ag set, sn is incre-
mented modulo 3, the state changes to root. If in state child and timer T2
expires resend a packet with sn to parent. If in state child and receive packet
from parent with sequence number equal to sn, stop T2.
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State root. While in state root if there is no neighbor in the table with
sequence number equal to (sn+ 1) mod 3, sn is incremented modulo 3. If the
state is root and there is a neighbor in the table with sequence number equal
to (sn + 1) mod 3, sn is incremented twice modulo 3, send a control packet
to neighbor with sn and the state changes to child. If the state is root and
ln = (sn+ 1) mod 3, ln := sn and the state changes to leader.

4 OPEN ISSUES

MAP presents an alternative to the session message mechanism in SRM [4].
The two approaches should be compared in a at hierarchy scenario as well
as for a two-level hierarchy. It is not clear also which of the two alternatives
will be more robust to packet losses. Also many interesting questions remains
to be answered about MAP such as the overhead for all members to send one
report each as well as the associated latency.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed in this paper a protocol that controls the members of a
multicast group that send periodically status reports to all members. The
protocol, called Multicast Access Protocol (MAP), limits the number of con-
current multicast reports as the group size becomes large. MAP is a decen-
tralised protocol that provides an access control mechanism to an IP mul-
ticast group. The protocol supports members joining and leaving the group
dynamically as well as changes in the underlying network topology. MAP is
a self-con�guring mechanism and requires every member to keep only local
information independent of the group size without using random timers. As-
suming that no member join or leave the group from time t = 0, if n(i; t) is
the number of times member i sends a report during [0; t], then MAP ensures
that jn(i; t)�n(j; t)j � 1 for all members i; j, and time t. MAP was showed to
be free of deadlocks by extensive simulations using the model checker SPIN
[7],[8]. including in case of message loss, duplication and reordering. An imple-
mentation was tested successfully in a LAN environment. A complete proof
of correctness of a protocol is left for further study.
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